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working on his shop.
– Bill Lang: gave a bit of background of his
involvement with Land Rovers and the Moun-

AGM Minutes - January

January 19th, 2008
Bill Eastwood recording
Meeting commenced at 5:00 p.m., Cloverdale Show Barn, Cloverdale, B.C.
Members Present:
Don MacDonald, Dave Blair, Stuart Longair, Shawn Doherty, Pete Lembesis, Bill
Eastwood, Kris Maksymuik, Phil Armstrong, John Parsons, Andy Deane, Rick
Mellenger, Paul Cooper, Barry & Andrea
Newton, Mark Maksymuik, Andrew Phillips, Pamela Blair, Glenn Daigle, Ryan
Ulansky, Tony Raats, Linda Rasmussen,
Paul Rossmo, Dave Fraser, Stuart Scantlebury, Gary Spicer, Greg Pollock, Chris
Anton, Greg Sutfin, Bernie Buttner, David
Harrison, Steve Barron, Tony Klassen,
Dixon Strachan, Scott Elias, Ron Jensen,
Sharlene MacEachern, Ted Edwards, Ian
Newby, Colin Parkinson, Neil Hamelin,
Ann Lockley.
Guests Present: Bill Lang, Leanna Maksymuik, Debbie Waters, Adam Longair,
Bradon Zakill, Ellen Pavilla, Leann Parker, Kevin Schmidt, Jean Husband, Boyce
Buttner, Philip Brusse, Eric Balau, Peter
Robson, Karen MacDonald, Allen Minner,
Aishah & Lila Parkinson.

• Minutes from the previous AGM:
Motion to adopt by Rick Mellenger, seconded

by Bill Eastwood, members voted to adopt.
• Membership Report:
– Pamela Blair reports that the Membership as
of December 31st, 2007 consisted of - 88, 22
new members, 81 male, 7 female, of which 4
were new members, 24 paid through PayPal.
2007 membership breakdown by region:
Lower Mainland 63, Interior & Carboo 7,
Vancouver Island 10, other BC 0, Alberta 3,
USA 0, UK 0.
– Pamela also reported that the Membership
for 2008 as of January 18th consisted of 22.
11 new members – includes 7 who signed on
late in 2007. 21 male, 1 female, 6 paid through
PayPal.
– 2008 membership as of January 18th breakdown by region: Lower Mainland 10, Interior
& Cariboo 8, Vancouver Island 1,
other BC 0, Alberta 3, USA 0, UK 0.
• Business Relations Report:
– Dave Blair contacted 25 businesses over
the year and was successful in attracting 10
to become paid advertisers for the newsletter.
Anecdotal responses from some would be

tain Rovers. He is working on a new hybrid
that he hopes will be ready to take down to
the National Rally in Moab next September

along with four other trucks from Manitoba if
all goes well.
Meeting adjourned 9:00 p.m.

advertisers was that they felt that support by
club members didn’t make advertising worth
their while.
• Treasurer’s Report: Stuart Longair
Statement of Revenues and Expenses for the

tions to the General Membership regarding the
use of the funds donated by B.F. Goodrich at the
event held on the Whipsaw Trail late in 2007.
The committee has made three recommendations regarding the use of the funds.
1. All funds should be used exclusively for matters related to conservation of the trail.
2. It should be made clear that there is no
urgency in the spending of the funds.
3. The money should be kept by the club in a
fund that will distinguish it from general club
revenue.
Shawn showed some slides of recent trips into
the Whipsaw area. He also described how
there had been discussion amongst the committee members about using some of the funds
on things like signage, more outhouses and
picnic tables, T-Shirts for volunteers, informational or interpretation displays or instruction.
Perhaps even a short documentary could be
produced about the Whipsaw area, its history
and natural attributes along with highlighting
the clubs efforts.
• Island Report:
– Greg Sutfin reported that the Islanders have
not been to active of late but are planning
things for the new year. Greg will again be
holding the Laager at his farm this summer.
• Interior Report:
– Gerry Bolduc was not present to give his
report.
• Election of Officers for 2008
– Both Don MacDonald and Stuart Longair
have decided not to run again for President and
Treasurer respectively.
– Dave Blair announced that he was willing
to stand as President in the absence of other
takers. There being no others willing to step
forward Dave was acclaimed.
– Paul Cooper and Andy Deane were both
nominated for Vice President. A show of hands
with the nominees out of the room showed a
clear choice of Andy Deane for Vice President.
– Paul Cooper was then nominated by Dave
Blair for the position of Secretary, Shawn
Doherty seconded the nomination and with no
other takers, Paul was acclaimed as our new
Secretary.
– Shawn Doherty put his name forward for
the Treasurer’s position. Dave Blair seconded
his nomination and with no other nominees
Shawn Doherty was acclaimed as our new
Treasurer.

Year ended December 31st, 2007
– Membership
$ 2,970.00
– Founders Day Revenue:
$1,806.75
Costs
1,357.28		
sub 449.47
– Merchandise Sales Revenue: $1,155.00
Costs
1,297.54		
sub -142.54
– Northwest Challenge Revenue: $400.00
Costs
1,640.68		
sub -1,240.68
– Newsletter Revenue:
$2,981.00
Costs
2,845.30		
sub 135.70
– Liability Insurance: 776.27
– Events: 483.80
– Web Hosting, PayPal Charges and Interest: 419.73
Total Contribution $492.15
• Rover-Landers of BC Balance Sheet as at December 31st, 2007
ASSETS
Cash: $6,690.54
A/R: 120.00
Cloverdale Deposit: 300.00
Inventory: 743.00
TOTAL ASSETS: $7,853.54
LIABILITY: Prepaid Memberships $140.00
WHIPSAW CONSERVATION FUND: $4,000.00
MEMBERS EQUITY
Retained Earnings: December 31, 2006: $3,221.39
Current Contribution: 492.15
Balance: December 31, 2007: $3,713.54
TOTAL LIABILITIES & MEMBERS EQUITY:
$7,853.54

• Whipsaw Report
– Shawn Doherty reported that there were
eight trips into the Whipsaw area by our members over the last year. July was the first trip
where we were able to make it through the
entire length of the trail.
Much work was accomplished this year which
included new signs at Lodestone, table repair
and staining, outhouse repair and painting, trail
clean-up and removal of downed trees blocking the trail. One of the objectives for this year
is to follow through on the removal of scrap
cars from the trail.
• BFG Fund Report:
– A small committee consisting of Shawn
Doherty, Andy Deane, Kris Maksymiuk and
Pete Lembesis have met to make recommenda-
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and in 1996 the public was introduced to a
small SUV 4x4 Land Rover called the Freelander or baby Land Rover to some.
In 2000 Ford bought Land Rover for

1982 Range Rover Classic

Land Rover, still on the innovative track
introduced the world to another model
in 1983. However, 'the Defender', which
was not officially known as Defender
until 1990 was not entirely a new model
at launch time. It was still using engines
and body panels carried over from the
Series III and from 1983 to 1990 the trucks
were simply known as the 90 or the 110.
The tough Defender had a rugged ladderframe box section chassis and had reverted
back to the original Land Rover aluminum
bodywork. The Defender proved tough and
capable and was unmatched in combinations of off-road supremecy either carrying
or towing.

1985 Defender 90

Today the Defender continues to play a
vital role for emergency service vehicles,
aid workers and farmers around the world.
Annual production of the Defender has
remained consisitent at around 25,000 units
in recent years with much demand coming
from large contract orders. For example the
Italian energy distribution company 'Ente
Nazionale Elettricita' recently placed an
order for over 900 Defenders.
But... by the end of the 1980's competitive Land Rover was being forced to compete with the Japanese car manufacturers
and created a new looking model with more
creature comforts than the Range Rover.
Enter the Land Rover Discovery I and the
Discovery II starting in 1999, a different
looking truck but still LR tough and durable. Land Rover's presence and future in the
sport utility market (SUV) was now sealed.
Again forced to meet the ever changing
market demands, luxury was scaled down

1998 Discovery Series I

2005 LR3

£1.8 billion, not too bad considering its
modest beginnings. It was here under the
new hand of Ford that the 'Disco' was revamped and re-launched as the Discovery
3 in the UK and in the US – the LR3.
In 2005 the Range Rover Sport was
launched to the world wrapped around
either a 4.2L V8 petrol supercharged engine
or a V8 turbo diesel engine to choose from.
The Sport, although all flash was still touted
as having the same off-road capability and
substance Land Rover was famous for.
This year, being 2008, Land Rover celebrates its 60th anniversary and will unveil
some ultra-modern looking vehicles that are
a far cry from the primitive Series trucks of
late 1940's. Land Rover showcased the new
LRX in Detroit in January and in the spring
it will showcase the new Defender SVX.

The Defender SVX looks so much different to the early models of the first Series
trucks, but according to Phil Popham,
Land Rover's Managing Director, "the new
Defender is still essentially a practical
vehicle that will enable you to go almost
anywhere. The new and more refined diesel engine introduced earlier this year has
been a great success with customers, and
for those who want the ultimate Defender,
we thought that the SVX special edition
would be an ideal way to mark Land
Rover's 60th birthday."
The small and sleek LRX unveiled in
January is a bold evolution of the Land
Rover design that signals the brand's shift
into new market areas. The 3-door LRX with
its more compact size, lighter weight and
sustainability-focused technologies clearly
addresses the need of the changing world of
today. Smaller than the Freelander 2 the LRX
was conceived as a premium car designed to
appeal to new customers in the luxury and
executive sector. Is this just one more reason
why Land Rover was up for sale? Are their
designers still catering to that posh elite
luxury market and forgetting about what true
Land Rover owners and drivers really want
– a practical, functional and highly durable
vehicle without all the fuss, splash and bling
but, affordable and highly useful.
The desire to create a vehicle that will
and can tackle any terrain has made Land
Rover famous around the world. Add to
that an indomitable spirit of adventure
from its owners and constant insistence on
outstanding innovation we now have the
family of Land Rover vehicles and models
that we know, trust and love today.
Land Rover's history is a long and illustrious one that started back in 1948 in postwar torn Britain. The Land Rover has been
used to transport Britain's monarchy in

SVX

LRX

fashion while simultaneously defending its
country of birth in the battle of war. Land
Rover has also been the vehicle of choice
used on African safaris. I remember being
at a Land Rover show when a small boy
and his dad stepped up beside me admiring
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bunch, most being of British decent, which
seems to make us quirky, whimsical and
stubborn, just like a Land Rover. In the
world of off-roading 4x4 drivers either love
Land Rover or hate Land Rover. As Land
Rover owners we love our Rovers and are
fiercely dedicated to their (constant) upkeep
and upgrade, with each truck taking on the
persona of its owner or driver. Today some
drivers/owners opt for the newer, comfier
models with all the bells and whistles, others are just wanna-be's tryng to live the LR
experience and lifestyle, while others still
love the challenge of driving a remarkable
truck that will give you its all and then
some, and at the end of the day still have
something left to get you home.

a Series Land Rover. The little boy pointed
to the truck and said to his father, "Look
dad, it's one of those African trucks used to
catch lions and tigers." I chuckled and said
nothing. At a recent ABFM show I overheard a small group of people commenting
on the raised roof-top tents displayed on
some of the Land Rovers with one man
(who was all knowing) explaining to his
naive friends that the tents were used as
blinds so visitors in Africa could watch all
the lions, tigers and giraffes. Right.
We as Land Rover owners are a quirky

3 of our member's rare and wonderful Land
Rovers. Top: Neil Hamelin's 1961 SII 109" Carawagon; Victor Gerwin's 1962 SII 109" Dormobile
and Stuart Longair's 1965 SIIB 109" fire truck.

Happy Anniversary Land Rover,
60 years & still going strong!
• Write-up compiled by Pamela Blair. Sources
used: Land Rover, Media.Ford.com, Land Rover
UK, Auto News and the Car Connection.
• The photos used in this tribute are courtesy of
the BC Archive Collection, Land Rover and the
internet for those rare finds. Our fellow RoverLander member's trucks were used as much as
possible to show the versatility of Land Rover
in B.C. Roving Photographix wishes to thank:
D. Blair, S. Doherty, G. Pollock, J. Parsons,
G. Daigle, P. Cooper, J. Curtis, N. Hamelin, V.
Gerwin, S. Longair, K. Maksymuik, D. Tebbutt,
B. Buttner, B. Eastwood & P. Armstrong.

Happy Anniversary Land Rover from the Rover-Landers of BC
Here are a couple of the books available commemorating Land Rover's 60th Anniversary
The Land Rover Scrapbook
by Mike Gould
• large format glossy book
with over 500 images
• released by Porter Press
International in Nov. 07
• hardbound copies are
priced at £34.95
• leather bound limited
edition is also available
for £75.00
• www.porterpress.co.uk

Land Rover: 60 Years of Adventure
by Nick Dimbleby
• To be released in hardcover – May 2008
• Buy new: CDN $36.84
• Available

for pre-order
from amazon.com

Mal Story – Maxi Drive & the Sidewinder

Write-up by Bill Eastwood

Many will have heard by now that
Malcolm (Mal) Story and his wife Paula
have retired. Mal is someone I have never
met but his contribution to the Land Rover
aftermarket is legendary. He is the founder
and owner of Maxi-Drive Engineering,
situated in Carrara on the Gold Coast of
Southeast Queensland in Australia.
Mal’s passion for bullet-proofing Land
Rover weak links led to a career-long
development and machining program that
has given us some of the toughest upgrades
on the market. Best known for their lockable differentials, axle shafts and drive
flanges; they also produce extra low gear
sets for the LT 230 transfer case, drag links
and tie rods among other products.
Next to solid engineering principles,
what lies at the heart of most Maxi-Drive
products is the material used in their construction. A high alloy, double refined aviation steel, categorized as AMS6418 but
known in the industry as Hytuf is what sets
Maxi-Drive stuff well ahead of the pack.
Mal has marketed his products in many
parts of the world including Europe, his
home turf Australia, and of course here
in Canada. U.K. Trek & Traction in Fort
Langley has had a long working relationship with Maxi-Drive. Both Aart Van Der

the wheel of a coil sprung, Maxi-Drive
equipped, 6X6 undergoing weight carrying
tests for a military contract in Australia.
Any good designer needs a test bed for
developing new ideas and for working out
the bugs. Mal is no exception, and from
the first opportunity that he was able to get
his hands on a coil sprung chassis he proceeded to build himself a unique creation
of immense capability. Over twenty-five
years of development went into what he
calls the “Sidewinder”.
Looking partly like a Series truck, part
Range Rover, part Defender and with a
little bit of Bronco styling thrown in, the
Sidewinder is a real one-off. A Range
Rover V8, 3 speed transfer case, custom
bodywork and dash, and full load of other
and changing Maxi-Drive bits have gone
into this truck. Most distinctive of all features is of course the rear wheel steering.
Seen in the accompanying photos you can
see how this set-up is nearly unstoppable in
undulating terrain.

Aart Van Der Star & Mal Story

Star of U.K. Trek, and Mal have visited
and collaborated for years, accompanying
this article is a photo of Mal with a very
early 110 in Aart’s driveway and Aart at

These days extreme trail rigs can be
readily found but you can appreciate the
uniqueness of Mal’s truck in the mid
1970’s. Four wheel steering can be traced
back further but the full package found on
the Sidewinder is still a force to be reckoned with.
For the Land Rover enthusiast who
has everything, Maxi-Drive offers a drop
portal kit for your truck ala Unimog. This
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bolt-on kit is designed to be relatively
easy to install by a competent mechanic.
It includes custom half-shafts, extended
brake lines, brackets, bolts and all the
necessary parts. The drop box is fitted to
the standard swivel housing at the front,
while at the rear it’s bolted straight to the
axle housing. All four drop boxes offer a
vertical drop, meaning they don’t alter the
wheelbase at all. The gearing inside the
portal hubs features a 23-tooth input gear
and 30-tooth output gear, which are both
turned via twin 17-tooth idler gears.
This set-up ensures maximum strength
because drive is transmitted via more teeth
by utilizing idler gears, and provides a
1.3:1 reduction in final drive. This gear
reduction provides better low-range crawling and reduces the stresses on CV joints,
differentials and axles. These portal hubs
also provide a massive 124mm (5in) of lift,
add 85mm of track per side (170mm wider
in total) and provide extra low-range gearing all in one package.
Unfortunately the future of many of
these Maxi-Drive products is uncertain
with Mal’s retirement. On the good side
however, one of Mal’s employees, Barry
has taken on axle production. He has
started his own company called Hi-Tough
Engineering so it seems hopeful that either
he or someone else will keep the product
line alive.
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Land Rover

Across the Sea by Land Rover
January 29, 2008
Source: Car Keys.co.uk
Yorkshire farmer Steve Burgess is setting
off today on a journey which will take
him and his Land Rover 110 pickup from
the UK to South America.
He's certain to face a lot of difficulty on
the way, but perhaps the most alarming
part of the trip will be the section from
Russia to Alaska. This requires crossing
the 50-mile Bering Strait, and there's no
ferry service, so the Land Rover's Cooper
Discoverer STT tyres will be swapped for
a set of floats.
This won't be the first time anyone has
tried to drive across the Strait, but it will
- we hope - the first time anyone has succeeded. Attempts made in 1993 (by Ford
and explorer Richard Creasey), 1996 (by
Fiat) and 2001 (by a team led by Sir Ranulph Fiennes) have all failed.
It's not just about the physical practicalities, either. "The main things have been
finding funding and dealing with Russian
bureaucracy," says Burgess. "We're doing
something that's never been done before,
so you can't just get a form and fill it out.
I needed permission from the army and
the police to travel in the Far East. Most
significantly, I needed permission to leave
Russia in an amphibious vehicle from a
non-existent port in the Far East – we're
just going to drive off a beach!"
Burgess will be partnered for most of the
adventure - which is set to finish at Cape
Horn towards the end of the year - by
Nicky Spinks. Simon Dedman (pictured
below with Burgess) will accompany Burgess from Moscow to the Siberian coast.

Land Rover tops 200,000 in sales
February 17, 2008
Source: expressandstar.com
Land Rover smashed through the 200,000
yearly sale total for the first time, it has
confirmed. British-built car firms led by
the Solihull-based firm and Mini recorded
outstanding sales figures for 2007.
This is despite difficult market conditions.
Vauxhall, the UK arm of General Motors,
and Honda, which has a plant at Swindon
were also among the automotive winners
of 2007, recording sales increases of nearly 10 and 8.5 per cent respectively.
However there was gloomier news
for Jaguar, whose registrations fell by
nearly a fifth last year. Land Rover broke
through the 200,000 figure thanks in part
to its popularity in emerging markets like
China and Russia.
Figures released today by the Society of
Motor Manufacturers and Traders showed
the firm’s UK sales rose from 42,793
vehicles in 2006 to 46,552 last year, an
increase of nearly nine per cent. There’s
no stopping Mini either, which boosted
annual sales by 25 per cent.
‘Battle taxis’ designed to provide cover
for troops in riot situations
Source: by Robin Turner, Western Mail
February 16th, 2008
The Saxon armoured personnel carrier
(APC) was developed by GKN Sankey
and first used in 1983.
They are essentially "battle taxis"
designed to carry up to 10 troops over
rough ground or water obstacles at speeds
of around 45mph to 50mph.
They can be fitted with extendable iron
wings which provide cover from troops in
riot situations.
With a 164bhp Bedford six cylinder diesel
engine its armour is proof against 7.62mm
rounds fired at point blank range and
shell splinters. It is usually fitted with a
machine gun for local air defence and has
a crew of two.
The "Snatch" Land Rover got its name
from its use in the troubles in Northern
Ireland. It was used to speed up to rioting mobs and quickly dispatch up to six
troops who would grab suspected ringleaders and take them for questioning.
However, its light armour has led to criticism. The family of soldier Gordon Gen-

tle, 19, who was blown up by a roadside
bomb and killed in a Snatch Land Rover
in Basra in 2004 criticised it as too flimsy.
The Ministry of Defence pointed out the
Snatch vehicles are fitted with electronic
counter measures which can 'jam' roadside
bombs but these are not always effective.

Should Land Rover be allowed to go bust?
by Jeremy Sampson
Souce: bizcommunity.com
Tata gets Land Rover and Jaguar for a "bargain" was a headline trumpeted by Business
Day last week. Yet it reminded
me of a game we used to play
during my schooldays in England, when we used to collect
all the daily newspapers – there were a lot,
over a dozen – and compare the spin on
each story. They were very diverse.
The spin on this story this week included
the following headlines:
• Tata buys way into establishment (Sunday Times/NY Times)
• Tata parks a staggering $2.3 billion deal
for Ford's classy British brands (City
Press/Reuters)
• Ford unloads Jaguar, Land Rover on
Tata (Business Day/Bloomberg)
• Ford seals Jaguar deal (Financial Times)
The nub of the story is that the two iconic
brands were owned by the Americans at
the Ford Motor Company; Jaguar since
1989, and Land Rover since 2000. Whilst
both are iconic brands, both were unable to
make a profit. The Indian based company,
Tata had been negotiating with Ford for
around one year and ended up paying $2.3
billion (about R18.5 billion) to acquire the
two brands, around half of what Ford had
paid originally.
But for Business Day to say Tata gets a
bargain is highly debatable. As part of
the deal Ford is propping up the pension
funds of both companies with an injection of $600m bringing the purchase price
down to in effect $1.7bn.
Fact is that arguably Ford not only paid
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too much in the first place, they have had
to keep on paying simply to ensure the
survival of these two famous brands, and
to save face. Many billions of dollars have
been spent, estimated at between $11 $13 billion, to the total detriment of the
whole organisation.
There will be a huge sigh of relief from
Ford now that the deal is finally done and
the financial haemorrhaging will stop. But it
illustrates that just because brands have huge
awareness levels that is not enough to ensure
financial success. A moral of the story is that
as part of any M&A (merger and acquisition) a section of the due diligence should be
a marketing feasibility study and definition
of all the brands.
Another is to ensure the trademarks are fully
protected and in place so that the situation
doesn't arise, as with Volkswagen, that they
thought they had bought the Rolls Royce
brand, but hadn't, and in fact it went to
BMW. This story played out n 1998, and my
colleague in London, Tom Blackett explains
that Rolls-Royce Motor Cars (RRMC) was
owned by the engineering firm Vickers (the
armaments group). RRMC manufactured
Rolls-Royce and Bentley cars. Both Volkswagen and BMW bid for RRMC, and after
a protracted battle VW ended up as the win-

ner, paying Vickers close to £500m ($1bn)
for the business. However, in a surprise
move, BMW bought the Rolls-Royce brand
for £40m ($80m) from the aerospace company Rolls Royce plc (RRPLC), who had
retained the brand after the two companies
separated in the 1970s. RRMC, while owning the Bentley brand, had taken a licence to
use the Rolls-Royce brand from RRPLC.
The question over ownership of the brand
had always been fraught. VW will have
known that RRPLC was the owner and
RRMC the licensee and no doubt assumed
that RRPLC would continue the arrangement. Whilst BMW had strong links with
RRPLC, having formed a joint venture business with them in 1992, and as BMW and
VW hate each other with a passion, BMW
took advantage of this relationship. However, it allowed VW to use the Rolls-Royce
name for five years before assuming full
control. This gave it time to work on designs
for a new range of models and to plan for the
modernisation of the Rolls-Royce factory in
Crewe, which is now state of the art.
It is ironic that the highly successful revival
of the Mini by BMW is closely linked
to maintaining production at Cowley in
Oxford, its original home. BMW adopted a
similar strategy with Rolls-Royce, keeping

the assembly plant at Crewe in the British
Midlands, but upgrading the plant and negotiating with the trades unions first, to ensure
a state of the art solution. Will Tata follow a
similar strategy by maintaining the heritage
of Land Rover and Jaguar? They are certainly indicating this will be the case.
However the shrewd 70-year-old head of
Tata, Mr. Ratan Tata has over half a century of experience in the motor trade, apart
from all his other vast experience, and the
group employs 289 500 employees and had
revenues last year of $28.8 billion. Another
interesting fact to quietly emerge is that Tata
Motors is 7% owned by Daimler Benz and
their relationship goes back to the 50's.
Tata is a fascinating group to watch. A good
old fashioned conglomerate, it has grown
dramatically of late acquiring such diverse
brands as Tetley Tea and Corus Steel and
The Pierre hotel of New York. Not to mention the launch of the cheapest car in the
world earlier this year, the Nano.
As City Press summed it up: Tata-machance.
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New PC game featuring Land Rovers
Source: lro.com Feb. 26th 2008

and showcase the array of adventure sports
opportunities found throughout the state.

Ford Racing Off Road, available for all
the main games consoles, features a whole
new Off-Road section with Rangies and
Defenders.
This latest incarnation of the game takes
the multi-million selling Ford franchise
away from the tracks and urban streets of
its predecessors to rugged and tough terrain for the very first time. It also marks
the introduction of the prestigious Land
Rover brand. So if you ever fancied a duel
between Ford Bronco and Defender SVX
this is the game to do it!
Players can now race some of the world's
toughest off road trucks, 4x4's and SUVs
through detailed environments, great scenery, and wide, sweeping tracks designed for
high-speed racing. Features like realtime,
on-the-go vehicle damage repair, faster
acceleration than any previous Ford game.

Tata Motors sees credit rating fall
following Jaguar & Land Rover deal
Source: motortrader.com April 7th, 2008

Land Rover G4 Challenge to start in
Nevada Passage
Source: Canadian Driver Feb. 15th 2008
Land Rover G4 Challenge, Carson City,
Nevada – Land Rover North America and
March Minutes continued from Page 7

4WDABC’s contract administered by us) is
up for renewal on October 18th, 2008. With
our withdrawal from the 4WDABC Dave
pointed out that we need to consider our next
move in regard to renewal of the contract.
Dave also circulated a sample door magnet
which identifies a truck as being an official
representative participating in site maintenance for the Ministry. Dave explained that
these magnetic signs have to be signed for
by those who use them notwithstanding that
we can’t stick them to our doors. Outhouse
placement on the opposite side of Lodestone
Lake appears to be complicated by the cost
of sinking a steel culvert with a backhoe in
accordance with Ministry spec and coordinating placement with consideration of the effect

the Nevada Commission on Tourism have
announced that the Nevada Passage adventure competition will serve as the U.S.
national selection event for the 2008/2009
Land Rover G4 Challenge.
The G4 Challenge, an off-road driving and
adventure event, takes place every two
years, with national selection events taking
place in 18 countries, including Canada.
Twenty U.S. athletes will travel throughout Nevada, competing in driving and outdoor adventure activities designed to test
teamwork and skills, such as 4x4 driving,
navigating, trail running, mountain biking
and kayaking. The top two two-person
teams will advance to the international
selection in early 2009, where one team
will be selected to represent the U.S. in
the final challenge in Asia.
For the first time in the event's history, the
Land Rover G4 Challenge will raise funds
for the International Federation of Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies. Following the competition, the company will
donate a Land Rover on behalf of the winning team to their country's national Red
Cross or Red Crescent Society.
The Nevada Passage, first held in 2005,
is an annual made-for-TV event designed
to highlight Nevada's unique topography
on archeological features. As far as getting
the Whipsaw Trail designated as a heritage
trail is concerned Ed Abels reports that this
should not be necessary as the existing trail
crisscrosses several other trails which already
have a protected designation.
• 4WDABC:
– Dave Blair raised the spectre of 4WDABC
membership again. Dave explained that the
association has again restructured its membership requirements such that membership
is now restricted to only individuals but that
Clubs can have a banner affiliation with a
single vote the same as an individual. The
cost of this club affiliation is $50.00 per year.
Following some discussion and questions
from the members present a motion was put

Tata Motors has had its credit rating cut
following its purchase of Jaguar and Land
Rover.
Standard & Poor’s Rating Services has
cut the Indian carmaker’s corporate credit
rating from BB+ to BB and said the company remained on “negative watch”.
S&P said the rating action reflected Tata’s
heightened financial leverage, resulting
from the $3bn (£1.5m) bridge loan that
has been taken out to fund the acquisition.
The ratings services firm also attributed
the move to a more challenging business
environment for the company’s domestic
passenger and commercial vehicle segments in India and for the high-end luxury
car segments.
Tata’s shares have fallen 23 per cent since
it became the frontrunner in the race for
the Ford marques in January.
Investors have expressed concern about
the additional debt and challenges faced
by Tata to manage the two brands.
"One hundred years from now, I
expect the Tatas to be much bigger
than it is now. More importantly,
I hope the Group comes to be
regarded as being the best in India
– best in the manner in which we
operate, best in the products we
deliver, and best in our value systems and ethics. Having said that,
I hope that a hundred years from
now we will spread our wings far
beyond India..."
Ratan Tata

forward by Stuart Longair and seconded by
Gary Spicer that we rejoin the 4WDABC
under this new affiliation.
The members carried the motion.
– Dave went on to explain that our new
affiliation with the 4WDABC will have some
bearing on the renewal of our Whipsaw Trail
contract with the government but it was
decided that this discussion and decision
could be put over to a future meeting.
• Website Calendar:
– Kris confirmed that he has updated the website event calendar. It was reported that some
information was still missing. Kris will review
to see what info may have been missed.
Meeting adjourned 8:37 p.m.

